
Director — Energy Assessments
Planning and Assessment
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 5022
Parramatta, NSW 2124
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To Whom it may concern

RE: HILLS OF GOLD WIND FARM APPLICATION NO. SSD9679

− I am attaching my submission to the above mentioned development application

− I hereby declare that I support the Hills of Gold Wind Farm proposal ID SSD9679

Pkerse w;A−kokck scro−A cle.joj k .− I have not made any reportable olitical donations in the previous 2 years



SUBMISSION FOR SUPPORT



SUBMISSION FOR SUPPORT

I moved here for work roughly 2 years ago, I seen Nundle as a beautiful place and I still do,
however the potential within the town is degrading. The jobs that are not available for
locals is appauling, the houses are empty due to lack of work. I am 24 years old and I believe
I am one of maybe 4 in my age within Nundle, thats a low number to keep our little town
alive. I see the wind farm as a bonus for Nundle, the jobs it will create, the attraction itself
will be beautiful. Our little town may expand in the sense of myself starting a family, but I
dont want to start a family in a town where there isnt generations to keep the small school
open. I believe if the wind farm is to be approved we can create the jobs, we can fill the
empty houses and we can keep the town alive & beautiful. I will back the windfarm if we
can keep the town alive and give it the potential it deserves, the town itself has alot of
memories and I would love to continue to make some more here. Within the current
pandemic this would keep alot of people busy and making the dollar they deserve. Bringing
tourists to our town, bringing jobs and bringing more people would be a massive bonus not
just for myself, but the whole of Nundle community.

100% Support the Hills of Gold Wind Farm. Proposal ID SSD9679
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